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From now on: : :
Work in ZF+DCR .For a set X ,DCX : For any relation R � X � X suh that(8x 2 X ) (9y 2 X ) (x ; y) 2 R , there is a funtion f : ! ! Xsuh that (f (n); f (n + 1)) 2 R for any natural number n.



Perfet & imperfet information for games
Perfet information: Players know about the previous moves by bothplayers.E.g., Gale-Stewart games (Set Theory).Imperfet information: Players do not know about what the other playerdid previously.E.g., Blakwell games (Game Theory).



Gale-Stewart gamesFix a payo� set A � 2!. I's turn.;h0i h1ih00i h01i h10i h11i



Gale-Stewart games td.I has played.;h0i h1ih00i h01i h10i h11i



Gale-Stewart games td..II's turn.;h0i h1ih00i h01i h10i h11i



Gale-Stewart games td...II has played.;h0i h1ih00i h01i h10i h11i



Gale-Stewart games td....I's turn again.;h0i h1ih00i h01i h10i h11i



Gale-Stewart games td.....After in�nitely many times: : :;h0i h1ih00i h01i h10i h11ix 2 2!Player I wins if x is in the payo� set A and otherwise Player II wins.



The Axiom of DeterminayA subset A of 2! is determined if one of the players has a winning strategyin the Gale-Stewart game with the payo� set A.De�nition (Myielski-Steinhaus)The Axiom of Determinay (AD) asserts the following:Every subset A of 2! is determined.Remark1 AD ontradits the Axiom of Choie (AC).2 AD has many beautiful onsequenes, e.g., every set of reals isLebesgue measurable.3 Models of AD (or AD+) are one of the entral objets in set theory.



Extensions of AD
One an de�ne ADX for any nonempty set X . (Note: AD = AD2).De�nitionADX : Every A � X! is determined.ADX is inonsistent for most X .Out interest: AD and ADR.



But in real life...
There are many games where none of the players has a winning strategy.E.g., rok-paper-sissors.But if they are allowed to assign probabilities for all possible moves, thenthere are an optimal value for the probability of the winning for player Iand II and optimal strategies for either player I or II.E.g., in rok-paper-sissors,1 an optimal value: 1=2.2 an optimal strategy: assign 1=3 to eah hand.



Instead of winning strategies, we get...
Theorem (Von Neumann)For every two-person, zero-sum game with �nite hoies, there are mixedstrategies for both players foring an optimal value.Blakwell games are in�nite version of the above kind of games andBlakwell determinay is an extension of the above theorem.



Blakwell games, introdutionFix a payo� set A � 2!. I's turn.;h0i h1ih00i h01i h10i h11i



Blakwell games, introdution td.I has played.;h0i 1=4 h1i3=4
h00i h01i h10i h11i



Blakwell games, introdution td..II's turn.;h0i ? h1i?
h00i h01i h10i h11i



Blakwell games, introdution td...II has played.;h0i ? h1i?
h00i2=3 h01i1=3 h10i2=3 h11i1=3



Blakwell games, introdution td....I's turn again.;h0i 1=4 h1i3=4
h00i ? h01i? h10i ? h11i?



Blakwell games, introdution td.....After in�nitely many times� � �;h0i 1=4 h1i3=4
h00i2=3 h01i1=3 h10i2=3 h11i1=3



Blakwell games, introdution td......Calulate the probability as below.;h0i 1=4 h1i3=4
h00i2=3 h01i1=3 h10i2=3 h11i1=3

|{z} |{z} |{z} |{z}1=4� 2=3 = 1=6 1=4� 1=3 = 1=12 3=4� 2=3 = 1=2 3=4� 1=3 = 1=4



Blakwell games, introdution td.......One an uniquely extend suh probability distribution to Borel subsets of2!. Let us all it �.The probability of the winning for player I in A is �(A) in this ase.De�nition (Blakwell)A payo� set A has a value ifsup� inf� ���;� (A) = inf� sup� �+�;� (A);where �; � ranges mixed strategies for I and II respetively and��;� is the probability on 2! indued from � and � .



Formal de�nitions; Blakwell games� is a mixed strategy for I if � : 2Even ! Prob(2).� is a mixed strategy for II if � : 2Odd ! Prob(2) and for anys 2 2Even, �(s_h0i) = �(s_h1i).For a mixed strategy � for I and a mixed strategy � for II, de�ne� � � : 2<! ! Prob(2) as follows:� � �(s) = (�(s) if lh(s) is even,�(s) if lh(s) is odd.Then de�ne ��;� : 2<! ! [0; 1℄ as follows:��;� (s) = Yi<lh(s) � � �(s � i)(s(i)):With the help of DCR, one an uniquely extend ��;� to a Borelprobability measure on the Cantor spae.



Formal de�nitions; Blakwell games td.
De�nition (Blakwell)A payo� set A has a value ifsup� inf� ���;� (A) = inf� sup� �+�;� (A);where �; � ranges mixed strategies for I and II respetively and��;� is the probability on 2! indued from � and � .De�nition (The Axiom of Blakwell determinay)Bl-AD: Every A � 2! has a value.



Blakwell determinay and Lebesgue measurability
Theorem (Vervoort)Assume Bl-AD. Then every set of reals is Lebesgue measurable.Sketh of proof.In blakboards.



Another formulation of Blakwell games.Fix a payo� set A � f0; 1g! . I's turn.;h0i h1ih00i h01i h10i h11i



Another formulation of Blakwell games..I has played.;h0i 1=4 h1i3=4
h00i h01i h10i h11i



Another formulation of Blakwell games...II's turn.;h0i ? h1i?
h00i h01i h10i h11i



Another formulation of Blakwell games....II has played.;h0i ? h1i?
h00i2=3 h01i1=3 h10i1=4 h11i3=4

The rest is the same as before.



Comparison between the two formulations of Blakwellgames
Theorem (Martin, Neeman & Vervoort)1 Blakwell determinay of two kinds of games oinide.2 If one uses the latter formulation, the optimal value is always 0 or 1and there is an optimal strategy foring the optimal value.



Extensions of Blakwell games
When one de�nes Bl-ADX , it is inonsistent for the former formulationand an be onsistent for the latter one.Example (X = !)Let A = fx 2 !! j x(0) � x(1)g. Then1 there is no optimal value for the former formulation, but2 the optimal value is 0 for the latter formulation.We de�ne Bl-ADX with the latter formulation.



Formal de�nitions; extensions of Blakwell gamesLet X be a non-empty set.� is a mixed strategy for I if � : XEven ! Prob!(X ).� is a mixed strategy for II if � : XOdd ! Prob!(X ).For a mixed strategy � for I and a mixed strategy � for II, de�ne� � � : X<! ! Prob(X ) as follows:� � �(s) = (�(s) if lh(s) is even,�(s) if lh(s) is odd.Then de�ne ��;� : X<! ! [0; 1℄ as follows:��;� (s) = Yi<lh(s) � � �(s � i)(s(i)):If we have DC(R�X!), we an uniquely extend ��;� to a Borelprobability measure on X!.Note: DC(R�R!) follows from DCR



Formal de�nitions; extensions of Blakwell games td.Let X be a non-empty set and A � X!.Assume we have DC(R�X!).A mixed strategy � for I is optimal in A if for any mixed strategy � forII, ��;� (A) = 1.A mixed strategy � for II is optimal in A if for any mixed strategy �for I, ��;� (A) = 0.A is Blakwell determined if either I or II has an optimal strategy in A.Bl-ADX : every A � X! is Blakwell determined.We are mainly interested in Bl-AD and Bl-ADR.



Observation 1ObservationLet X be a nonempty set and A be a subset of X!. If A is determined,then A is Blakwell determined.Point: Given a strategy �, one an naturally transform it to a mixedstrategy �̂. If � is winning, then �̂ is optimal.



Observation 1ObservationLet X be a nonempty set and A be a subset of X!. If A is determined,then A is Blakwell determined.Point: Given a strategy �, one an naturally transform it to a mixedstrategy �̂. If � is winning, then �̂ is optimal.Corollary (Martin)AD implies Bl-AD. ADR implies Bl-ADR.



Observation 1ObservationLet X be a nonempty set and A be a subset of X!. If A is determined,then A is Blakwell determined.Point: Given a strategy �, one an naturally transform it to a mixedstrategy �̂. If � is winning, then �̂ is optimal.Corollary (Martin)AD implies Bl-AD. ADR implies Bl-ADR.Conjeture (Martin)Bl-AD implies AD.



Observation 2ObservationIf a �nite game is Blakwell determined, then it is determined when X istotally ordered.Finite games = games ending at some �xed round n < !.Sketh of proof.In blakboards.



Observation 2ObservationIf a �nite game is Blakwell determined, then it is determined when X istotally ordered.Finite games = games ending at some �xed round n < !.Sketh of proof.In blakboards.Corollary (L�owe)Assume Bl-ADR. Then Uniformization holds, i.e., every relation on thereals an be uniformized by a funtion.



Observation 2 td.By the same argument: : :PropositionIf a lopen set is Blakwell determined, then it is determined.



Observation 2 td.By the same argument: : :PropositionIf a lopen set is Blakwell determined, then it is determined.Theorem (Neeman)Assume Bl-AD. Then every Suslin & o-Suslin subset of the Cantor spaeis determined.De�nition1 A subset A of the Cantor spae is Suslin if there is an ordinal  and atree T on 2�  suh that A = p[T ℄.2 A subset A of the Cantor spae is o-Suslin if the omplement of A isSuslin.



Observation 2 td..
Theorem (Kehris & Woodin)If every Suslin & o-Suslin set is determined, then ADL(R) holds.



Observation 2 td..
Theorem (Kehris & Woodin)If every Suslin & o-Suslin set is determined, then ADL(R) holds.Corollary (Martin, Neeman & Vervoort)L(R) � \AD () Bl-AD". In partiular, AD and Bl-AD areequionsistent.



Observation 3
ObservationAssume Bl-ADR. Let A � R! . If A is range-invariant, then A isdetermined.De�nitionA set A � R! is range-invariant if for any ~x ; ~y 2 R! with the same range,~x 2 A () ~y 2 A.



Observation 3 td.
Theorem (de Kloet, L�owe, I.)Assume Bl-ADR. Then there is a �ne, normal, �-omplete ultra�lter onP!1(R).De�nitionLet U be a �lter on P!1(R).1 U is �ne if for any x 2 R, fa 2 P!1(R) j x 2 ag 2 U.2 U is normal if for any family fAx 2 U j x 2 Rg,4x2RAx = fa 2 P!1(R) j (8x 2 a) a 2 Axg 2 U.



Observation 3 td..Theorem (Solovay)If there is a �ne, normal �-omplete ultra�lter on P!1(R), then R# exists.Points:1 By assumption, !1 is measurable and hene a# exists for alla 2 P!1(R).2 Letting U be a �ne normal measure on P!1(R),� 2 R# () fa 2 P!1(R) j � 2 a#g 2 U:



Observation 3 td..Theorem (Solovay)If there is a �ne, normal �-omplete ultra�lter on P!1(R), then R# exists.Points:1 By assumption, !1 is measurable and hene a# exists for alla 2 P!1(R).2 Letting U be a �ne normal measure on P!1(R),� 2 R# () fa 2 P!1(R) j � 2 a#g 2 U:Corollary (de Kloet, L�owe & I.)Assume Bl-ADR. Then R# exists. Hene Bl-ADR ` Con(AD).



ADR vs. Bl-ADRQuestionDoes Bl-ADR imply ADR?



ADR vs. Bl-ADRQuestionDoes Bl-ADR imply ADR?95% Theorem (Woodin & I.)Under ZF+DC, ADR and Bl-ADR are equivalent.RemarkMartin's onjeture (Bl-AD)AD) implies the above \Theorem" underZF+DC.



ADR vs. Bl-ADRQuestionDoes Bl-ADR imply ADR?95% Theorem (Woodin & I.)Under ZF+DC, ADR and Bl-ADR are equivalent.RemarkMartin's onjeture (Bl-AD)AD) implies the above \Theorem" underZF+DC.But!Remark (Solovay)ADR+DC implies the onsisteny of ADR.So assuming DC is not optimal for the above \Theorem".



ADR vs. Bl-ADR td.QuestionAre ADR are Bl-ADR equionsistent?



ADR vs. Bl-ADR td.QuestionAre ADR are Bl-ADR equionsistent?Conjeture (Woodin)Assume the following:1 Every Suslin & o-Suslin set is determined, and2 there is a �ne, normal �-omplete ultra�lter on P!1(R).Then either there is a model of ADR or there is a model M of AD+suh that �M = �.



ADR vs. Bl-ADR td.QuestionAre ADR are Bl-ADR equionsistent?Conjeture (Woodin)Assume the following:1 Every Suslin & o-Suslin set is determined, and2 there is a �ne, normal �-omplete ultra�lter on P!1(R).Then either there is a model of ADR or there is a model M of AD+suh that �M = �.Theorem (Woodin & I.)If Conjeture is true, then ADR and Bl-ADR are equionsistent.



Bl-ADR and generi embeddingsTheorem (Sargsyan)Assume CH and that there is a generi embedding j : V ! M suh that1 M is transitive and !M \ V [G ℄ � M,2 G is a generi �lter of a homogeneous foring, and3 j � Ord is de�nable in V .Then there is a model of ZF+ADR+\� is regular".The method: Core Model Indution



Bl-ADR and generi embeddingsTheorem (Sargsyan)Assume CH and that there is a generi embedding j : V ! M suh that1 M is transitive and !M \ V [G ℄ � M,2 G is a generi �lter of a homogeneous foring, and3 j � Ord is de�nable in V .Then there is a model of ZF+ADR+\� is regular".The method: Core Model IndutionPropositionAssume Bl-ADR. Then for any � < � and A � R, there is a generiembedding j : L(A;R) ! M suh that1 M is transitive, RV [G ℄ � M, and � is ountable in M,2 G is a generi �lter of a homogeneous foring, and3 j � Ord is de�nable in V .



Thank you very muh for your attention!
非常感謝！


